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Dear Jeff Sessions:

July of 1989, I was put on Social Security by a psychologist
after getting fired from numerous jobs, as I was reacting to
external, peripheral and unprovoked attacks by twelve step
ideology and its infrastructure.

2001, on “Good Friday” in Glendale California, I was served
eviction papers for “I don’t need a reason.” I was living at the
Glendale YMCA. I had chronic life threatening Hep C 1a and 1b.
After two relapses on Peginterferon and Ribaviron, I found a
cure in a Gilead Clinical. Homeless since 2001, I have had many
mind-boggling challenges. I have experienced by no exaggeration
a 1000 Police contacts, as the pipeline of term is inundated
with stimuli, unprovoked to agitate and trigger reaction;
whereby, complaints are made, security or Police are called, and
I am excluded from resources too numerous to list here.

With the relentless accosts, gestures – quips, stimuli and
patterns to indoctrinate a reaction, I have never succumbed to
this alcohol and or drug abuse motive. Challenged by every
conceivable angle, I am focused, struggling in this lag time as
an intense student of personal achievement.

With Buddhism - computer coding and with intellectual property
to converge, on September 7, 2017, I went to Hertz in Anaheim
California to pick up a Toyota Camry to utilize, as I was
accepted as an Uber Partner. I immediately felt uneasy. I was
concerned as to an African American representation, a
perspective for responsibilities ahead, and I felt that they
lacked integrity.

Subsequent events proved conclusive, as I was given a KIA
Ultima. The peripheral challenges commenced the next day,
particularly in the morning and throughout. I mention African
American before as a fact, yet the all conclusiveness of this
index is the 12 Step ideology. In the first three days, I earned
$355.00 and the next week I earned $1038. I received top rates
and top earnings on the one side, and on the other, I received
the lowest rates you can give. With those hostility, there came
unprovoked damage done to the car. This resulted in me having to
relinquish my service, as a rider had reported a minor accident
orchestrated by the infrastructure and post unprovoked,
unoccupied damage done to the car.

“Did I bump into you,” these types of peripheral quips. I want
to mention that I applied for a Plan For Achieving Self Support
in about 2005 to be Real Estate Agent, as I held three DRE in
the past. The Social Security Administration approved and paid
for my school and materials. I quickly passed the State of
California test, yet when it came time to issue the License, Los
Angeles wanted to “talk to me.” Just before that, I had pleaded
“nolo contendre” for disturbing the peace in the Glendale
Central Library. I was trying to access the internet, and
challenges spoke of, I threw this little, 3X3 internet
appointment slip at the Librarian and walked out, later to get
charged and threatened with assault charges by the DEA in
Glendale Cali at the time, so I cut the fight and went on.

Like I said, I had held three DRE, as I would have had never of
had pleaded if I had thought it would cause me a problem: this
“talk to me” has been a relentless crime since. That particular
rider, criminals - all data is relative to the grievous harms of
Civil and Human Rights Violations inflicted upon me for decades,

as even the riders that were considered profile of leaders by
observation stature and character of carriage tipped me too.
There is no gray area here. The data can clearly be mined,
metrics validated, verified and achieved from Uber and all low
rates and hostilities in this pipeline can be traced back to
this “Good One,” which of course was a pathological dialogue
during this Uber interim.

I return the car to Hertz Thursday Sept 28, 2017 with damage of
which is on my personal watch. I am no longer driving for Uber
and am concerned that such approach is too risky an endeavor. I
am not a victim, not going to happen. I am a victor! Please,
join me.

Sincerely,

Edward Charles McCready
ecmccready.com

